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JBL’s Reflect Flow PRO earbuds are now
available
Work up a sweat without compromising on sound

London – 13th October 2021 – The latest true wireless earbuds from JBL combine the

world of health and fitness with superior sound quality. An extreme IP68 rating – the highest

industry standard water and dustproof – means these earbuds are ready for anything you throw

at them.
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Whether you’re a weekend urban explorer, workout warrior or zen yogi, let your music take you

anywhere with the JBL Reflect Flow PRO. Bursting with upgrades and exciting new features,

these new earbuds guarantee a superior, secure fit with the signature JBL POWERFIN ear tip

design.

 

Delivering the ultimate performance so you can enhance yours, with JBL Signature Sound these

buds will keep you going for up to 30 hours of playtime.

 

Adaptive Noise Cancelling blocks out unwanted noises, whether you're looking to grab some

‘me time’ or get in the zone during a workout. Simply tap your earbud for Smart Ambient to

tune back into your surroundings.

 

The 6 microphones ensure perfect voice clarity in calls or meetings, even in the wind. Work out

anywhere with IP68 protection against sweat, rain, dust and even salt water. For hands-free

help, Talk to Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa.

Winner of a 2021 Red Dot Product Design Award, the JBL Reflect Flow PRO True Wireless

earbuds are now available on uk.jbl.com for £169.99 in black, blue, white, and pink. 

https://uk.jbl.com/home?utm_campaign=PR_Harman_Explore&utm_content=press%20release&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=PR&utm_term=webshop
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ABOUT JBL

The JBL brand epitomizes the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like
Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL
products elevate listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every
moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials and industry leading innovation, the JBL brand
expertly blends a bold vision of the future with the passion and talent of engineers and designers around the
globe. JBL’s Signature Professional Sound is the leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and
the brand has partnered with the world’s top talent across music, sports and esports.
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